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Abstract
This project is about how the civil right movement and feminism come are 
depicted in Maya Angelou's work and how Angelou can be considered a Wild 
Woman. In order to analyze these matters, a thoroughly analysis and 
interpretation will be made of two poems by Angelou: "Still I Rise" and "I know 
why the caged bird sings” .To accomplish these aims, two subjects need to be 
taken into account: the theories of the civil right movement together with 
feminist theories. The first part of this project is founded on these theories and 
the result on how these are related to Maya Angelou. Next, the poems get 
analyzed and the problem statement answered. The final conclusion is that Maya 
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Angelou is a Wild Woman who defies with her poetry the prejudices of race and 
gender plus inequalities of society.
Danish Summary
Dette projekt omhandler en afklaring omkring hvorledes USA’s 
borgerrettighedsbevægelse samt feminisme bliver fremstillet gennem Maya 
Angelous arbejde, og endvidere hvordan hun kan blive perciperet som en ”Wild 
Woman”. For at opnå dette, vil der blive lavet grundige analyser og 
fortolkninger af to digte af Maya Angelou: ”Still I Rise” og ”I Know Why The 
Caged Bird Sings”. For at opnå dette, må både teorier omhandlende 
borgerrettighedsbevægelsen og feminisme blive berørt.
Første del af dette projekt er bygget op omkring disse teorier og resultaterne på 
hvordan disse kan relateres til Maya Angelou. Endvidere, bliver digtene 
analyseret og problemformuleringen besvaret.
Den endelige konklusion er at Maya Angelou er en ”Wild Woman” som gennem 
sin poesi udfordrer fordomme omkring køn og race, men også uligheder i 
samfundet.
Basque summary
Proiektu honen helburua eskubide zibilen mugemendua eta feminismoa Maya 
Angelouren lanetan nola dauden errepresentatuak eta zergatik Angelou 
Emakume Basati bat kontsideratu daitekeen azaltzea da. Gai hauek ausnartzeko, 
Angelouren bi poema analiztauak eta interpretatuak izango dira: “Still I Rise” 
eta “I know why the caged bird sings”. Helburu hauek lortzeko bi gai hartu 
behar dira kontuan: eskubide zibilen mugimenduaren teoriak, teoria feministekin 
batera. Proiektuaren lehenengo atalaren oinarria teoria hauek eta Maya 
Angelourekin nola erlazionatzen diren da. Jarraian, poemak analizatu eta arazo 
adierazpena argitzen da. Azken konklusioa Maya Angelou Emakume Basati bat 
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dela da, bere poesiarekin arrazakeri eta genero aurreiritziei eta gizarteko 
desberdintasunei aurre egiten die eta.
Introduction
When we first got presented with the project idea ‘’Wild Woman’’ many diverse 
associations in relation to the subject got considered with the intention to 
produce a well-structured project.  The idea of a wild person, a woman in this 
particular case, is often perceived as somebody somewhat fierce and savage, 
who lives surrounded by wilderness and adventure. When digging deeper in this 
précised matter, it becomes swiftly realizable, that the given topic does not only 
represent the wildness, but rather the person, who defeats the established 
hegemony; the white hetero patriarchal hegemony in this case.
To characterize a wild woman, we could state, that it is someone, who stands up 
not only for their own personal believes, but also for the believes of others, 
which can for example be influenced by racial and gender boundaries, lack of 
rights and inequalities. After determining what leads a woman to become a "wild 
woman", we reached agreement to look for some personalities, who could be 
integrated in this category. After completing our research, we had finally agreed 
on a woman, who we all simultaneously considered a natural wild woman due to 
her unordinary personality, noble achievements, impressive experiences with 
ability to overcome the obstacles of life and magnificently creative writing.  Our 
group chose an Afro-American writer Maya Angelou as the character of 
exploration for the project "Wild Woman" due to her massively significant voice 
throughout the time. In order to unravel and therefore to better comprehend her 
vastly influential creative discourse, consequently the certain occurrences in 
Angelou’s life, we choose to closer examine the civil rights movement and the 
second- wave feminism.
We choose to use three dimensions: Subjectivity and learning- with aim to 
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disclose the aspect of identity; philosophy- beginning with the question "Who 
am I?" due to the fact that Maya Angelou is not just a female, but an Afro-
American female, who must have had the need to seek the knowledge to 
discover her inner self, where matters such as gender, sex, race, culture, 
domestic upbringing etc. all are interrelated in the process. Through the 
discourse analysis of the two poems ‘’I Know Why The Caged Bird Sings’’ and 
‘’Still I Rise’’ we have covered the Text and Sign, since we found it crucial to go 
into depth with writer’s written work in order to out mirror the wild woman’s 
phenomena.
Problem Formulation
How does Maya Angelou impersonate the phenomena of wild woman through 
her work, which conveys her life experiences and accomplishments?
1      How does feminism come across in Maya Angelou’s work?
2      How are the racial obstacles in society experienced by Maya Angelou depicted 
in her poems?
3      How does Angelou through her written work replicate her own identity and 
“self”?
Dimensions
This project covers three dimensions in the aim of studying Maya Angelou. The 
claim of this project is that Maya Angelou can be depicted as a “Wild Woman”, 
to accomplish this task; we have chosen the dimensions Subjectivity and 
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Learning, Philosophy and Science together with Text and Sign. Through this 
project an understanding and greater knowledge about Angelou is founded 
through analysis of her personal life, her written word and the linguistics used. 
To gain the needed information about Angelou, her two poems “I Know Why 
The Caged Bird Sings” and “Still I Rise” has been used as our focal point. In 
order to go into depth with this project, we have used several academic literature 
and theories concerning the concepts we have wished to study more thoroughly: 
Philosophy and the “self” together with Subjectivity and Learning, where a focal 
point is taken in the social inequalities depicted in Angelou’s work - being racial 
and gender discrimination. Furthermore we have chosen to use Text and Sign as 
an additional dimension, as it gave us the advantage of studying linguistics, 
which is valuable in a subject concerning poetry and language.
Methodology
Methodological approach
In order to answer the problem statement, being a particular 
epistemological problem and to produce new knowledge through 
the collective processes, our group has investigated the social 
contexts which influenced the actions of the subject of our 
investigation- the Afro- American writer and poet Maya Angelou. 
We have used a few different research techniques, choosing to 
combine the theoretical and the empirical approaches in order to 
holistically examine Maya Angelou’s life experiences and creative 
processes and thus communicate the results of our analysis to the 
reader.
We have used the qualitative research method, involving the application of 
divergent theories and empirical materials, such as Maya 
Angelou’s life story, interviews conducted with her as well as the 
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historical documents, all describing routine, problematic moments 
and their meanings in Angelou’s life. Taking macro- level approach 
as our starting point we have looked at two main theoretical 
paradigms: civil rights, including the conflict theory, and feminism. 
Both of them lineally investigated and applied have helped us to 
establish the understanding of Angelou’s particular worldviews 
and beliefs, which would lastly be used while proceeding through 
the project on a micro- level. After examining the broader 
spectrum and understanding the theories, we have further 
continued into micro- level analysis, using two poems as the main 
point of our focus and thereby producing the interpretative 
epistemological knowledge. Our interpretative process was shaped 
by interactively examining the data in relation to Maya Angelou’s, 
personal history, her autobiographies and poems, thus gender, race 
and social class. The use of the combination of these various 
particular qualitative research methods in the active processes of 
constructing our project, have helped us to answer the three 
research questions further contributing to holistically unraveling 
the main claim of the project.
Case choice
Philosophy and Science, Subjectivity and Learning, together with Text & Sign 
have been chosen as the dimensions of this project. In order to cover Philosophy 
and Science
In sequence to cover Philosophy and Science, the Philosopher Descartes has 
been our main focus, as he made some theories about the “self” (Meditations), 
stating that the physical “self” and the material “self” are distinct from one 
another.
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In order to cover the dimension of Subjectivity and Learning, three theories 
were studied: Conflict Theory; which concerns the conflicts between social 
classes, and the struggle between oppressed and oppressor.
Social Movement Theory, concerning the economic, social and political 
unfairness felt by excluded groups of society, e.g. Afro-Americans or women, 
who aims to gather together and fight against discrimination.
Lastly is the Political Process Theory, which is about achieving more 
constitutional rights as a result of the social movements, resulting in finally 
being recognized and accepted by e.g. the government or society.
For Text & Sign, most of the theories used are linguistic theories, obtained from 
our lectures by Anne Fabricius and Camelia Elias, concerning the matters of 
speech acts and the functions of language – both suitable for studying poetry. 
The knowledge gained about linguistics will be represented through discourse 
analysis used on the two poems “I Know Why The Caged Bird Sings” and “Still 
I Rise”
Project Technique
This project was formed of individuals from different countries and 
backgrounds, which made the group more interesting. After an overall 
agreement about poetry being an interesting subject to make a project from, 
from the viewpoint on concepts like identity and feminism, we united into a 
group after the group formation process.
It all started step-by-step, learning how to work together as a group instead of as 
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individuals. After familiarizing with each other, an agreement about a focal point 
in Maya Angelou as the project matter was made, and thereby our subject to go 
into depth with was established. Having many different ideas and brainstorms, 
we cut the best ones out which we could all relate to as something relevant and 
interesting, and so it begun. We started dividing the work amongst us in order to 
cover a bigger area, and widen our knowledge. The group atmosphere improved 
after some very productive hours, making the group atmosphere and dynamics 
excellent. From what we learned last year during project technique courses we 
would all give each other the chance to speak their mind and bring out their 
ideas.
Throughout this group project, we to a greater extent than before learned how to 
work with other persons, how to be patience and understanding to beliefs and 
initiatives diverse from our own. It was furthermore by this group studied how 
to analyze a text through discourse analysis, and how to select what is relevant 
from a large amount of information. Through the knowledge we have gained 
about the working process during Method Courses of this semester, it has been 
easier to use our methods and theories in the most optimum way.
As everybody has been taking this matter seriously, the communication has been 
constantly obtainable when needed, as each one of the group members has seen 
the others as a mean and help in the aim of attaining a greater understanding of 
the matters discussed and needed in this project. In this way, everyone has been 
involved and thereby accountable in any progress made in the project.
Our supervisor has furthermore been very helpful all the way through, which has 
made the working process easier, keeping us on the “right track”. Through a 
huge awareness of the importance of doing everything as expected, a lot of 
meetings have been scheduled and e-mails sent. An available supervisor who 
takes the responsibility of directing and organizing to a great extent makes the 
work process easier and enjoyable.
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What we could have done differently
    For our project, there are couple of things we could have done in a different way 
if we had more time.
On the one hand, instead of analyzing how Maya Angelou portraits feminism 
and the Civil Right Movement through her work, we could have just focused in 
the Civil Right Movement. As Maya Angelou had an important role on the Civil 
Right Movement, it would have been easier to develop the project and not lost 
the line. In her poetry, it is easier to find references to the sufferings, lifestyle or 
lack of freedom of the African Americans and she also has full poems dedicated 
to it. Meanwhile about feminism, she makes statements that we can link with 
feminist theories but it is more challenging. Instead of analyzing her poems we 
could have used one of her short stories or some passages of her books where 
she illustrates the inequalities black people used to suffer.  Moreover, if the 
project had only talk about Maya Angelou and the Civil Right Movement we 
could have gone deeper in the history of Slavery and the Secession War, as they 
are interesting and necessary to understand why the black people were 
demanding rights and equality.
    If we would have had more time, we could have analyzed in detail more poems. 
Poems like “Phenomenal Woman”, “Woman work” or “Men” could have been 
interesting to analyze from a feminist point of view and, regarding The Civil 
Right Movement, others like “The mothering blackness” or “Million March 
Man Poem”. Furthermore, we could have gone deeper into how Maya Angelou 
portraits herself in her works and how does she try to find who she is, coping 
with both racism and sexism.
In order to start this project from a feministic and philosophic viewpoint, it has 
been considered appropriate to start out from where our knowledge about Maya 
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Angelou begins. It has been chosen to start of by looking at the historical events 
significant to this study and the theories that fit well together with Angelou’s 
written work, personal life and beliefs that are relevant and interesting when 
focusing on Angelou’s poetry. Therefore, the following section is about the art of 
the sixties.
The Art of The Sixties
“There is no greater agony than bearing an untold story inside you”.1
By saying that Maya Angelou goes along the slogan of the sixties “the political 
is personal”. All the feelings, fears and desires had to be expressed and shown, 
there was no distinction between the public and the private sphere. This can be 
easily recognized on the art of the time, as both the private issues of the artists and 
the issues of common interest for society where exposed on their works.
Pinture
In the second half of the XX century a new conception of art was created and 
The Sixties are a good reflect of that. Artists like Roy Lichtenstein or Andy Warhol 
and writers like Jack Kerouac or James Baldwin make U.S.A to be the center of the 
cultural world for the first time on history.
The style called “Pop-art” was a reflection of the society of consume. It is 
considered either the last stream of modernism or the first one of post-modernism. 
Even if it started in the late fifties, it had the biggest success in the sixties. This 
style is colorful and happy; agreeable. The artist use to take everyday objects and 
icons which were in vogue and decontextualize them. Consequently, it can be said 
that pop art is the heir of Marcel Duchamp’s Dadaism. (Lafón: 2012)
1
1
 Web source 1
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The American flag, Mao Zedong, Kennedy, Marilyn Monroe or the atomic bomb 
were the images of the paintings. The idea that an image of a tomato soup can 
could be art was shocking for the conservative art and this created a separation 
between the classic and aristocratic art and the art for “everyone”; there was no 
need of being an art expert to understand the new art.  However, it is important not 
to mix the pop-art with the popular art, which is the type of folkloric art.
Nevertheless, pop art was not a criticism of the superficial culture of the U.S.A; 
it just wanted to show their elements. It was full of pop language: touched up 
photography, xerography, comic frames… it was kitsch2, it was gt where the 
expression of the author was not important. The artist lost its “genius” position, the 
image artists as unique human beings started to vanish. Moreover, there was no 
need of creating the paintings yourself: For example, Warhol had a study where his 
apprentices made the paintings for him. (Lafón: 2012)
Even if pop-art is the predominant style in the sixties, two streams were born as 
a reaction to expressionism: Hyperrealism and New Figuration. As its name lead to 
think, the hyperrealism is the extreme imitation of the reality. The hyperrealist 
artist wanted to be even more realistic than actual photographs when showing the 
contemporary way of life.(Lafón: 2012) Meanwhile, the New Figuration was 
created due to the fact that abstract expressionism started to be repetitive. This 
stream decided that that was fault of the expressionism so they begun to make 
abstract paintings with no expressionist intentions. (Lafón:2012)
Literature
“A bird doesn't sing because it has an answer, it sings because it has a song.”3
2
2
 Vulgar, pretentious, tasteless.
3
3
 Web source 1
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Maya Angelou shows with that sentence the new stream of literature of the 
sixties. There was no more what can be called high class literature: a distant and 
complex literature which could only be understood by educated people. The new 
literature was freer, with no settled norms and easily understandable. The poets 
talked about themselves, transmitting their problems and feelings to the readers, as 
Angelou said “straight to the heart”. These poets had something to say, something 
they want to show to the world.
The Beat Generation was a group of authors who in the late fifties create a 
countercultural movement who rejected the classic American values: they were in 
favor of drugs, sexual liberty and oriental philosophy. They wrote both prose and 
poetry being their most famous novels On the Road of Jack Kerouac (1957) and 
Howl of Allen Ginsberg (1956). Their tribute to spiritual and sexual liberation was 
an inspiration for the black, women and homosexual movement.
“There are drug-addicts, drifters, prostitutes, and swindlers. There is a visceral 
rage against the system that requires conformity and selling-out. Foul language 
and slang are common throughout the work, as well as drug use and criminality. 
All of these things were shocking to the 1950s establishment.” (Rahn: 2011)
Angelou’s first gig as a singer was in a club called “The Purple Onion”, which 
was known as a beat club. Besides, we can also found beat elements in 
Angelou’s works. She talks freely about taboo issues, as the beats used to do. 
For example, she does lot of sexual references in her poems, as we can see in 
“Men”. When she says “Fifteen Years old and starving for them” she is showing 
the sexual desire that the young Maya had for men, which was not appropriate at 
all during that period. And she also talks about the lost of virginity: “First 
squeeze is nice/ A quick hug /Soft into your defenselessness / A little more/ The 
hurt begins.” 4Moreover, in her autobiographical book “I know why the caged 
4
4
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bird sings” she relates how she was raped, her experience with drugs and with 
the world of prostitution.
However, Maya Angelou cannot be considered as a beat poet. Even if the 
topics are the similar the style is completely different and by the time Angelou 
started writing the Beat Generation had already disappeared. Therefore, Maya 
Angelou is considered a confessional poet, as she talks about herself and her 
personal experiences.
Angelou does not only use poetry to change people’s viewpoint and opinions 
about political matters and personal beliefs, she has also had a huge influence on 
the civil rights movement, fighting for the African Americans of society to get 
civil rights equal to the whites. This wave of uprising against racial 
discrimination caused the civil rights movement began to flourish, and the Afro 
American began to get their words across in society. To cover the civil rights 
theories and the influence it has had on society, Maya Angelou and her poetry, a 
section about the civil rights movement is made
The Civil Rights Theories
“Under a dead blue sky on a distant beach,
I was dragged by my braids just beyond your reach.
Your hands were tied, your mouth was bound,
You couldn't even call out my name.
You were helpless and so was I,
But unfortunately throughout history
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You've worn a badge of shame”. – Million Man March 1995, Maya Angelou.
The Civil Rights Movement from 1955- 1968 had a profound effect on the rights 
and liberties of the African-American population. During this time of history 
there were significant civil rights activists who faced prosecution and had to 
overcome and prevail in the face of discrimination on the path to perceived 
social justice cause. For the purpose of this section, Maya Angelou's literary 
work is a prime example of how one African-American woman influenced the 
civil rights movement with her words. In an effort to understand the human and 
political experience of the civil rights movement, specific theories will be 
applied to the civil rights movement: conflict theory, social movement theory 
and political process theory,
History
The dark history of The United States of America is laden with chronic 
exploitation of land, territories, resources, and human slavery. There is no doubt 
that without a basic understanding of the history of the American slave trade and 
the American Civil War, can we truly grasp the full spectrum of how the civil 
rights movement came to fruition. A brief look into the history prior to the 
Emancipation Proclamation of 1863 will shed some light on the continued 
unequal treatment of African Americans in Southern states leading up to the 
Civil Rights Movement.
As far back as 1859 the United States was becoming increasingly polarized over 
the issue of slavery (Jones, 1999, p.20-26), and the division between Northern 
and Southern States in the U.S on abolition reached a peak with the victory of 
President Abraham Lincoln (who was considered an Anti-slavery activist and 
member of the Republican party).
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There was a high degree of sectionalism in the US during this time. The North 
and South were more loyal to their particular regions than to the nation as a 
whole. They were divided on social, economic, political values, and customs. 
(Jones, 1999, p.34-42)
''In Stamps the segregation was so complete that most Black children didn't 
really, absolutely know what whites looked like.'' –Maya Angelou.
Lincoln set into motion the ideology from the Republican party that the 
"expansion of slavery should not be allowed to expand into any more territories 
because it would inhibit free labor on free soil," (Foner, 1970, p.76). Southern 
Confederate states (referred to as slave states) succeeded from the Northern 
allied (abolition) states known as the Union, and from 1861-1865 The American 
Civil War broke out (Jones, 1999, p.83).
On the 1st of January 1863 President Lincoln issued the Emancipation 
Proclamation order that proclaimed all those enslaved in Confederate territory 
were to be forever free. He ordered the Army to treat as ”free all those enslaved 
in the ten states that were still in rebellion, thus, applying to 3.1 million of the 4 
million slaves in the U.S. at the time” (Jones, 1999, p146-153). Regardless of 
the results of the Civil War in America, emancipated slaves still faced daily 
discrimination and inequality.
''My race groaned. It was our people falling. It was another lynching, yet another 
Black man hanging on a tree. One more woman ambushed and raped. A Black 
boy whipped and maimed. It was hounds on the trail of a man running through 
slimy swamps.'' – Maya Angelou.
They were regarded and treated as second-class citizens who faced massive 
rebellion from the still lingering mentality of white racist ideologies who sought 
to suppress the civil and voting rights of African Americans. Even with the 
ratification of the 13th, 14th & 15th Amendments to the U.S. Constitution, 
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which made slavery illegal everywhere in the U.S. (13th), granted citizenship to 
all persons born or naturalized in the U.S. (14th), and granted African Americans 
the right to vote (15th), the level of freedom African Americans experienced was 
not equal to their white counter parts. African-Americans still faced oppression, 
race-inspired violence (lynching), murders, unequal education and work 
opportunities, public segregation, and disparity of resources.
This discrimination continued long after the Emancipation Proclamation and 
well into the 1900's mainly due to the organized Southern states who were bitter 
about their loss to the North after the Civil War.
The South quickly set into action a set of state and local Jim Crow laws which 
mandated "separate but equal" status for African Americans; these laws were 
based on the 1800–1866 Black Codes, which had previously restricted the civil 
rights and civil liberties of African Americans with no pretense of equality 
(Foner, 2005, p.214-218).
''Strictly speaking, one cannot legislate love, but what one can do is legislate 
fairness and justice. If legislation does not prohibit our living side by side, 
sooner or later your child will fall on the pavement and I'll be the one to pick her 
up. Or one of my children will not be able to get into the house and you'll have 
to say, "Stop here until your mom comes here." Legislation affords us the chance 
to see if we might love each other.'' – Maya Angelou.
Jim Crow laws were put into place between 1876 to 1965, and The U.S. 
Supreme Court upheld “separate but equal” in 1896 with Plessy vs. Ferguson 
(Hoffer, 2012, p.69-74). When African-Americans had the chance to take their 
14th Amendment pleas to court, the state and federal courts usually rejected 
them.
After the Civil War, African American leaders collectively organized with their 
abolitionist allies, and worked hard to legally contest these separate but equal 
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laws.
Organizations were created such as the (NAACP) National Association for the 
Advancement of Colored People as early back as 1909. Their mission was “to 
ensure the political, educational, social, and economic equality of rights of all 
persons and to eliminate racial hatred and racial discrimination” (NAACP, 
2009). These are the backbone principles of the Civil Rights Movement in the 
U.S. In December of 1955, a 14 year old African American boy, Emmett Till 
was murdered for talking to a white woman.
This murder is considered to be a pivotal spark, which ignited the Civil Rights 
Movement of 1955-1968. This murder received a high level of exposure in the 
media, newspapers and Black magazines, and reached the hearts of African 
Americans throughout the US. This brutally violent killing of a child seemingly 
just because he was black caused widespread outrage  (Whitefield, 1988, pp.15-
38.). Brown v. Board of Education (1954) was a landmark US Supreme Court 
case that declared segregated public schools were unconstitutional. This case is 
considered, according to Whitefield, to be another key igniter of the Civil Rights 
movement of 1955-68. However, it is important to note that Whitefield does 
point out that the exact time of the onset of the Civil Rights Movement has been 
disputed by historians and academia due to the recognition that this movement 
has been made up of many movements dating as far back as 1896 (Whitefield, 
1988, pp. 85-89).
But today, voices of old spirit sound
Speak to us in words profound,
Across the years, across the centuries,
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Across the oceans, and across the seas.
They say, draw near to one another,
Save your race.
You have been paid for in a distant place,
The old ones remind us that slavery's chains
Have paid for our freedom again and again.
- Million Man March, 1995, Maya Angelou.
Key civil rights activists publicly emerged before and after the killing of Emmett 
Till. Some claimed black nationalism, others supported violence against the 
white suppressor (Malcolm X), while others like Martin Luther King gained 
popularity with non-violent civil disobedience actions.
These civil rights activists came from all different racial and socio-economic 
spheres; white students, blue collar workers, poets, writers, journalists, 
businessmen, and the like. With the onset of non-violent peaceful protests from 
the African-American community, John F. Kennedy promised to push through 
Congress the Civil Rights Act of 1964. He vowed to outlaw all major forms of 
discrimination against racial, religious, and national minorities, and women, 
(Karson, 2004, pp. 121-124).
Theoretical approaches to Angelou’s participation in Civil Rights 
Movement
The founding father of conflict theory, Karl Marx and at the core of Marxism is 
the concept of class struggle;  “Freeman and slave, patrician and plebeian, lord 
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and serf, guild master and journeyman, in a word, oppressor and oppressed, 
stood in constant opposition to one another” (Marx & Engels, 1848, p. 9). One 
can see this paradigm between the oppressed African-Americans and the ruling 
class white establishment in the US during the Civil Rights Movement era. 
During the onset of the civil rights movement in 1955, the Communist party had 
a presence in the US. They aligned themselves with the plight of the African-
American struggle for equality of civil rights and liberties.
''Something made greater by ourselves and in turn that makes us greater.'' Maya 
Angelou.
According to R.D.G. Kelley (NPR, Feb. 2010), many African-Americans in the 
South were drawn to the Communist Party because the party was effective in 
areas like trading and organizing labor unions in steel and iron to improve 
worker's rights.
In 1947, Maya Angelou found herself in the middle of this conflict in an 
interesting way – directly affecting her life and the path she would be set upon.
At that time she was lost in a life of lower class poverty with little profitable 
opportunities in work and education. She thought that if she joined the army, 
then she could save for a house, and when she got out she could find a good job 
with her army skills. To her surprise, after passing the physical exam and the 
Officer Candidate School Intelligent Test, her official application was rejected 
solely on the premises that she had attended a California Labor School, where 
she studied dance and drama, which the U.S. Congress listed as a Communist 
organization.
Angelou had never been a Communist but because of her affiliation with this 
school, she was quickly let go from the army. Angelou was once again faced 
with poverty, and after having sold and given up all her material possessions in 
order to enroll in the army, she was in a worse financial crisis than prior to her 
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military application process. (L.P. Kite, 2006 p.55-59).
The Communist Party supported equal rights for all and thus, supported African-
Americans in their cause. Civil rights activists were often depicted as 
communists. According to Mink & O'Connor (2004), this was a clever maneuver 
for the ruling class to negatively impact the progress of the civil rights 
movement.
Many Americans, who felt threatened by the Cold War with Russia and feared 
the spread of communism, brought into this propaganda even though the 
majority of civil rights activists were not communists. (Poverty in The United 
States An Encyclopedia of History, Politics, and Policy Volume 1, A-K, Mink & 
O'Connor, 2004, p. 182-191).
According to Max Weber, another conflict theorist, the ongoing 
bureaucratization leads to what he terms a "polar night of icy darkness", a place 
where people are trapped in an ”iron cage” of a rule-based system. (Weber: 
Political Writings. Lassman & Spears, 1994, p.xvi-xvii).
In regards to Weber's conflict theory and the ”iron cage”, Maya Angelou felt as 
if she were living her African-American life in a cage. This iron cage of 
darkness directly reflects in her choice of book title, I know Why the Caged Bird 
Sings (1969).
In this autobiography, Angelou sharply describes real life experiences and issues 
of racism, trauma, and discrimination as an African-American living in poverty 
in the US. In this book, Angelou rises above the status of victim and paints a true 
coming of age in her life – transforming her position and status to one of 
influence and prestige. (Agins, 2006, p.41-50).
'For Africa to me ... is more than a glamorous fact. It is a historical truth. No 
man can know where he is going unless he knows exactly where he has been 
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and exactly how he arrived at his present place.'' - Maya Angelou.
In relation to Weber's three-component theory of stratification, where power is 
connected to status and prestige, Angelou gained prestige and status from that of 
a dancer to writer and music composer. She composed music based on her 
poetry that reflected overcoming racism and trauma.
Eventually, her empowering written words led to the attention from civil rights 
activists. Angelou was soon able to move up the ladder in social and political 
groups working towards equality and freedom for all African-Americans 
(Agins, 2006, p. 41-50).
Angelou was now clearly branded, based on her writing, as someone who could 
effectively contribute to the civil rights movement, further increasing the 
prestige and status of her as a professional and of the movement. It was with 
these life-changing experiences of recognition, validation, and placement into a 
movement that Angelou increased her opportunities to improve her own life.
Within the Civil Rights movement, the African Americans who were most active 
were not the most deprived ones, but rather those who were fairly well off, 
college students, professionals, and religious leaders. This occurred because that 
group of African-Americans felt they deserved more, and they felt most 
relatively deprived in comparison to whites (Monnier, Social Movements, 
2010).
In the case of African-Americans, during the Civil Rights Movement, those who 
were increasing in socio-economic status did not feel they were getting their 
”fair share” of justice, political representation, resources, education, 
employment and the like (Monnier, Social Movements, 2010). During Civil 
Rights Movement African-Americans' goals were blocked with discrimination, 
prejudice, Jim Crow Laws, unequal employment, separate but equal facilities, 
unequal liberties, freedoms and civil rights. (Monnier, Social Movements, 
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2010).
By 1959, Maya Angelou was an active participant in the Civil Rights Movement 
and was asked by Martin Luther King Jr. to work as Northern Coordinator for 
the Southern Christian Leadership Conference. This group was a network of 
mobilized human rights activists whose mission was to influence social change 
for equality and justice with the adoption of non-violent mass actions like 
boycotts, sit-ins, and peaceful demonstrations.
According to Lupton (1998), in 1960 Angelou met and collaborated with South 
African civil rights activist Vusumzi Make. In 1964 Angelou met and became 
good friends with Malcolm X. She planned to help Malcolm X build his new 
Organization of African American Unity. Angelou was meshing and mobilizing 
her ”human resources” (diehard civil rights activists politically committed to the 
movement). Angelou's actions to align her with other key civil rights activists, 
offered increased mobilization of resources for the civil rights movement.
Angelou worked in Egypt as editor of the English language weekly (The Arab 
Observer), spent time in Ghana working in a University, was a feature editor for 
The African Review, and wrote/broadcasted for Radio Ghana. Angelou had 
access to platforms, which globally mobilized the message of the civil rights 
movement through media. This resource access allowed for the voice and stories 
of African-Americans to be heard on the other side of the world (Lupton, 1998, 
pp. 8-24).
In order to comprehend, how some particular events have affected Angelou’s 
involvement in the Civil Rights Movement, we have closer examined the 
correlation between the certain occurrences in author’s life and Doug 
Macadam’s Political process theory (PPT), which focuses on macro-sociological 
issues that make social movements achievable. McAdam considers economic 
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and political components central to the birth of social movements (Monnier, 
Social Movements, 2010). In Political Process, McAdam states two major 
streams of thought on social movements at the time of his writing: the classical 
and resource mobilization perspectives, and both he reveals are inadequate to 
stand alone.
In applying McAdam's PPT to the Civil Rights Movement, he points to specific 
mechanisms that are included under opportunity: increases in urbanization, 
black enrollment in universities, Southern membership in the NAACP, African-
American rise in income, and favorable Supreme Court decisions, together with 
lowered levels of lynching and the cotton industry in the Southern economy. 
(Armato & Caren, 2002, p.100).
In regards to Maya Angelou and PPT, urbanization factors led her from the 
suburbs of Saint Louis Missouri where she was born, to the cities of San 
Francisco and New York City. Angelou's vast array of significant social 
connections throughout her professional career and during her time in Ghana 
greatly increased her future mainstream political alliances and opportunities. 
While living in Ghana she met Malcolm X and W.E.B DuBois. Du Bois was an 
African-American Harvard graduate intellectual who was a key player in the 
civil rights movement. He was affiliated with important black and white 
politicians, and political leaders stemming back to the early1900's. Du Bois used 
”The Talented Tenth” term to denote that one in ten black men could become 
powerful leaders, teachers, book writers, and icons of social change if guided by 
intelligence through hard work and education. (W.E.B Du Bois, 1903).
Angelou had aligned herself with a solid posse of political allies that would help 
further shape the success of the movement.
However, after the assassinations of Malcolm X and Martin Luther King Jr., 
African-Americans, including Angelou grew concerned about the movement's 
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success. It was Angelou's friendship to established American novelist, poet, and 
social critic, James A. Baldwin that helped her write and publish in 1970, I 
Know Why the Caged Bird Sings. This landed her international acclaim and 
success as a writer, (Kite, 2006, p.77-95). It was at this point, one could argue, 
that Angelou, the African-American intellectual writer, had actually become 
‘’Talented Ten’’.
In relation to PPT macro-sociological issues that make social movements 
effective, Angelou wrote a political poem for the Million Man March on 
Washington D.C.1995. This event is considered one of the most important 
modern events of African-American civil rights (Haki & Maulana, 1996, p.152-
156).
Angelou's poem reached out to millions, focusing on ”issues relating to justice 
and equality that were defined through the black historical social perspective,” 
(Jarrett, 2000,p. 243).
Angelou's political process continues until this day with an ongoing literary 
recognition from historical politicians such as ex-president Bill Clinton and 
President Barack Obama. Maya Angelou, was the first African-American female 
poet to recite a poem named, "On the Pulse of Morning” written for a US 
President - Bill Clinton,  (Devroy & Marcus, ”Clinton Takes Oath as 42nd 
President Asking Sacrifice, Promising Renewal”, Washington Post, Jan. 21, 
1993, p. A01).
A further continuance of Angelou's political mainstream alliances comes to 
fruition where 44th President Barack Obama presented her with the Medal of 
Freedom on February 15, 2011. Angelou was given this Medal because ”she has 
inspired countless others who have known injustice and misfortune in their own 
lives,” (Nyholm, Christine: ”President Obama presents Medal of Freedom to 
poet Maya Angelou”. February. 16, 2011). Maya Angelou's poem below depicts 
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her powerful ability to eloquently reveal the brutal truth of the civil rights 
movement, and lends hope that history will not repeat itself. (Angelou, The 
Rock Cries Out to Us Today 2012,)
”History, despite its wrenching pain,
Cannot be unlived, and if faced with courage,
Need not be lived again.
Lift up your eyes upon
The day breaking for you.
Give birth again
To the dream.”
Conclusion
The main discovery of this section of the project is that the civil rights 
movement is not over. Today, racism, segregation, discrimination, and unequal 
opportunities still exist for African Americans and minorities despite the change 
in laws. There is no doubt that the history of the movement has been successful 
in changing the civil rights and liberty laws, which govern the nation.
However, changing the mentality of people is another issue. For example, in 
Georgia, up until April 2013, a school named Wilcox County High School held 
separate proms for white and non-white students.
'We allow our ignorance to prevail upon us and make us think we can survive 
alone, alone in patches, alone in groups, alone in races, even alone in genders.'' 
-Maya Angelou
In April, a group of students rebelled against this practice and decided to hold 
their own integrated prom. This was the first time that this occurred in the 
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school's history, (Hanrahan, Huffington Post, April 4, 2013).
Even though, during the time of civil rights movement from 1955-68, many 
African Americans increased their levels of education, economic, political and 
social status, one horrifying fact remains today:  25.8% (9.5 million) of the 
African American population are living under the poverty line according to the 
US Census Bureau (2007-2011).
Their access to good education and resources is still not equal to whites, and 
thus, increases their chances of remaining in the cycle of poverty; a place where 
they do not have ability to create capital in loaning money, little access to 
quality education, or networks which will provide opportunities.
To conclude, Maya Angelou still to this day is contributing and working with 
civil rights issues in regards to equal opportunities of education. For example, 
the Maya Angelou Institute for the Improvement of Child and Family Education 
was established in 1998. Another great example of her contribution is the ”See 
Forever Foundation/Maya Angelou Schools” which is a multi-campus 
collaboration of charter schools. It's main focus is to empower the youth to reach 
their education and career potentials, in the hopes for success in life. Angelou 
lives on in her continuation to keep civil rights issues at the forefront of social 
change and equality for all.
Now it has been made obvious that the art of the sixties and the civil rights 
movement both are very influential factors in Maya Angelou’s personal life and 
poetry.  Another significant concepts that Angelou feels deep respect and 
responsibility for is feminism, and the equal right for genders.
In order to cover the methodology from which we analyze and interpret the 
work of Angelou, a historical and theoretical clarification of the concept 
“feminism” has been made, together with an explanation of how this can be 
depicted as hugely prominent in Angelou’s written work.
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Maya Angelou and Feminism
“I think women have to develop courage. You’re not born with courage, but you 
develop it. Try to develop your courage with smaller things. […] One way to 
develop courage is to not entertain company who debase you. Don’t laugh at 
someone who is laughing at you or putting you down. Take offense. When 
someone says ‘I hope you won’t be offended,’ then you probably will be’’ Maya 
Angelou5
Maya Angelou was a very influential voice, when it came to issues such as 
gender and racial equality. The quote, stated above, is taken from the business 
website, encouraging women to start their own businesses. The tone of the cite 
is rather imperative, instantly drawing the parallel between the intended 
meaning of the quotation and the very strong, proud and self- assured 
personality of Maya Angelou.  She is urging women to respect themselves, to be 
active in taking the offense, if offended, rather than naturally accepting the 
inferiority and being submissive if mistreated.
In order to be able to understand the greatly versatile personality of Maya 
Angelou, which deeply reflects in her work, we firstly need to examine the 
surroundings and influences, which had inspired and affected her creating 
processes.  The first autobiography ‘’I Know Why the Caged Bird Sings’’ was 
released in 1969, herby the analysis of the 60s time period and its historical 
context is crucial with the aim of exploring certain and specific issues the 
contemporary artists manifested through their work at that time. Maya Angelou 
was a feminist and a fighter for women’s rights, therefore the closer look at 
feminism, thus its historical context, in order to understand the grassroots and 
the significant message of the writer’s work, is unarguably compulsory.
5
5
Websource 1
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Second- wave feminism in America
With the slogan of the 60s being ‘Personal is Political’ the era posed issues 
between private and public spheres, dealt with until then either untouched or 
minimally publicly spoken matters, such as mental illness, alcohol and drug 
abuse, racism and sexism just to name a few. In the 1960s the second wave- 
feminism was born in The United States of America, later spreading throughout 
the Western World. Unlike the first- wave feminism, which mainly focused on 
legal problems, such as gender equality in property and voting rights, the 
second- wave feminism unraveled issues, such as the workplace and different 
sexual topics among others. Subjects previously unspoken, like abortion, birth 
control, education on contraception, sexually transmitted infections and 
reproductive rights, thus sexuality in general and family life got now publicly 
discussed. Maya Angelou’s poems ‘Momma Welfare Roll’, ‘Men’ and ‘Woman 
Work’ just to name a few, all directly touch the latter subjects. The second-wave 
feminism is considered to be the delayed reaction to the post World War II 
exceptionally high economic growth, causing the baby boom and thus the 
creation of the suburban- family life ideal, vastly idealized by the media of the 
time.
The rise of the second- wave feminism was widely influenced by the French 
philosopher, intellectual, writer and feminist Simone de Beauvoir.  Beauvoir is 
considered to have laid the grounds for the contemporary feminism.  Her book 
‘’The Second Sex’’ released 1949 is a detailed analysis of women’s oppression 
and their perception as the ‘other part’ in the patriarchal society.  She’s argued, 
that simply due to the physical differences, such as women’s ability to get 
pregnant, give birth, lactate and menstruate, they cannot be perceived as the 
‘second sex’ in the society and thus claimed, that one becomes a woman and is 
not born to be one arguing gender to be a social construction.  Beauvoir is 
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considered to be a major influence on both feminist theory and feminist 
existentialism.
Influenced by Beauvoir’s The Second Sex, in 1963 Betty Friedan published 
‘’The Feminine Mystique’’, which is acclaimed to have started the second- wave 
feminism in America.  Friedan starts the book by depicting ‘the problem that has 
no name’. After conducting a number of interviews with the hundreds of ‘happy’ 
family life leading ‘professional’ suburban housewives, Friedan conducted that 
despite all the material comfort and the ideal of the equal companionate 
marriages, thousands of American women were unhappy, their potential and 
talent was unreleased and possibilities reduced under the name of feminine 
mystique. The author criticizes the Freudian understanding of woman as 
somebody who embodies beauty, sweetness and childness and is by nature 
destined to become a housewife. The example of Maya Angelou intensively 
denies the latter Freudian statement as well, hence automatically aligning with 
Friedian view, while her life illustrates the significance of search for one’s self in 
order to achieve the ultimate intellectual development and herby life fulfillment.
The second wave feminism focused also on issues such as discrimination and 
ideological inequality, herby elevating the phenomena to a more nuanced level. 
The predominant belief of female fundamentally differing from male got 
discharged as well as the stereotypical illustration of women through language 
got challenged (Ellias, Camelia, 2011: 78). ‘’Language is discursive, it 
represents those in power as powerful and those in subordinate position as 
submissive’’ (Ellias, 2011: 80), herby feminists focused on finishing the 
representation of women from the inferior point of view, thus rather empowering 
them and putting them in control. African- American feminists, including Maya 
Angelou, emphasized the problems of certain marginalized society groups, more 
than the humanity as a whole. Problematic of disparities of gender, class or race 
got addressed, making these issues the corner stone themes in Angelou’s work.
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In America, the civil rights movement of the 1960s called for a social change, 
which had highly influenced the free feminist speech of the time. Black women 
refused to accept subordinate position in the Congress of Racial Equality 
(CORE) and Student Nonviolent Coordinating Committee (SNCC), the two core 
civil rights groups, therefore causing a split across gender lines. Increasing 
number of black women continuously separated from male authority, while 
forming their own campuses and organizations in the community (Lupton, J. 
Mary, 1998: 70). Maya Angelou published ‘’I Know, Why the Caged Bird 
Sings’’, the first of her five autobiographic books in 1969, exactly at the time, 
when black women started forming black sisters’ leagues and discussion groups 
for sharing their voices on issues challenging female oppression under 
patriarchal order.  Author herself got affiliated with the Cultural Association for 
Women of African Heritage (CAWAH) as well as stepping into the leader role 
for the Northern Coordinator of the Southern Christian Leadership Conference 
(SCLC) being invited by Martin Luther King Jr. In number of different public 
speeches Angelou expressed her believes in equal respect, responsibility and pay 
for all, however considering black females to be more self dependent, than white 
women. When asked, whether Angelou regards herself as a feminist, she replies 
although practically, nonetheless vaguely elusive, by saying: ‘’I am a feminist. 
I’ve been female for a long time now. I’d be stupid not to be on my own side’’ 
(Lupton, 1998: 71)
●     How does feminism come across in Maya Angelou’s work?
Despite the lyrical imaginary, the writings of Angelou seem to out mirror 
author’s life experiences and to be reality reflecting. Her very self- conscious 
poems aim to depict the author’s search of her selfhood, her physical and 
spiritual identities and herby are very autobiographical. They are personal 
testimonials, dealing with divergent accounts, starting with domestic issues and 
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finishing with universal questions, such as race, cultural differences and 
femininity, further on contemplating on Angelou’s place as a black female in a 
patriarchal white man’s world. Ghani and Naz in their article ‘’Race, Feminism 
and Representation: an Inquiry into Maya Angelou’s Poetry’’ (2007) argue, that 
Angelou’s poems, not only manifest control as a whole, but also feminist psyche 
in control of femininity, while embodying woman on three different levels: 
racial, biographical and universal (Ghani, Mamuna&Naz, Bushra, 2007: 98).
In universal sense, the author represents a woman as a human being, with the 
complexity of being a sensitive woman, living in the reality with all the multiple 
characteristics, colors and shades inherent to this sex. Her poetry deals with 
woman’s inferior position in society, while however simultaneously portraying 
women as strong and thereby empowering them. The universal concept of 
woman in Angelou’s poems unites all women, despite any cultural, national, 
racial or any other differences (Ghani&Naz, 2007)
In the racial context of Maya Angelou’s Afro- American poetry gender seems to 
symbolize the resistance, binding the concepts of ‘female’ and ‘black’. Her 
black woman views are expressed by focusing on social, political, sexual and 
oppression issues, exposing her own intrinsic identity as a black feminist. 
Expressing her views on the perception of the world as a black women and 
hereby underlying the primitive, negative implication attached to it, the author 
says: ‘’Black women became realities only to themselves. To others they were 
mostly seen and described in the abstract, concrete in their labor, but surreal in 
their humanness’’ (Ghani&Naz, 2007: 99). She demands to be respected, despite 
her race and her natural belongings and whoever loves her- should do so, 
adjudging of her past or heritage. Her works strive to aspire her native roots, 
while somehow bouncing between races, hence relegating the white mankind, 
she uses man’s image in order to resemble the self of a woman. Angelou says: 
‘’The African man is more faithful then the European, not because he loves his 
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woman more than the European loves his woman, but because he loves himself 
more than the European man loves himself’’ (Ghani&Naz, 2007: 99).
Ghani and Naz (2007: 100) claim, that ‘’ like other feminists Angelou rejects the 
idea of genderless creative imagination’’, hereby her poetry echoes a number of 
inextricably interrelated political, economical, psychological, historical and 
sexual aspects of her life, framing her personal experiences and representing her 
versatile personality. She is concurrently a sister, a lover, a beloved mother, a 
prostitute, a nationalist, a small girl etc. creating works, which transform into 
diverse names, shapes and forms all respectively illustrating various periods and 
situations.  Her emphasis is concentrated on a woman, focusing on highlighting 
female domestic and creative capabilities, elevating physical and intellectual 
beauty, yet at the same time still striving to address the so pervasive issue of 
female marginalization. Angelou, reflecting on her own individual encounters, 
produces the image vastly influenced by oppression with references to 
traditional boundaries, deprivation, silence, poverty, illiteracy etc. An image of a 
woman, who is traditionally and domestically tied, somewhat victimized and 
thus restrained in her creative abilities with her potential being limited, while 
nonetheless drawing the picture with constantly remaining pride of 
gender(Ghani&Naz, 2007). Encouraging the strength and aiming to empower, 
the author says: ‘’Women should be tough, tender, laugh as much as possible, 
and live long lives, the struggle for equality continues unabated and the woman 
warrior who is armed with wit and courage will be among the first to celebrate 
victory’’ (Ghani&Naz, 2007: 100) We can see, how Angelou admires and 
elevates the power of femininity and once more encourages women to fight, as if 
armed from within they are destined to conquer.
●     A feminist reading of Angelou’s works
Angelou’s writings out mirror her femininity and express her strong and 
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powerful identity as a woman, and even more importantly as a black woman, 
with a number of inherent racial and sexual references prevailing in the author’s 
five autobiographies as well as in her poems.
The first autobiography ‘’I Know why the Caged Bird Sings’’ unravels a number 
of questions posed in regards to feministic reading. Questions such as whether 
the characters of main focus are strong, aware females, whether these females 
bond with each other in the pervasive patriarchal social order, and whether the 
themes developed through the book have direct relevance to women.
According to Lupton (1998), the latter subject matter is disclosed through 
child/mother relationship. The essential and fundamental theme of feminism is 
motherhood, therefore Maya Angelou, who divulges her story as a 
granddaughter, daughter and finally as a mother herself, impersonates various 
stages of feminine development, herby making the Caged Bird a feminist 
writing with motherhood topic as it’s cornerstone (Lupton, 1998: 71)
Furthermore, answering the question whether or not, the main character of the 
book, Maya Angelou, is a strong and aware woman, on the contrary to Lupton, 
who writes (1998) ‘’Caged Bird does not project a strong, positive image of 
women’’, we argue, that the stubbornness and determination of little Maya to 
keep silent for five years after being raped at the age of eight, constructs the firm 
and powerful character of Angelou. Nevertheless simultaneously agreeing with 
Lupton about character showing contempt to herself with sexual and racial 
references while calling herself ‘’an ugly black dream’’ a number of times 
(Lupton, 1998: 72) Despite the somewhat negative connotations attached, 
Angelou is still regarded as a potential feminist due to her awareness of the 
destructive forces working against her in the society (Lupton, 1998: 72)
The topic of female bonding relations is significant in the Caged Bird. Maya 
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would have never become a writer without Mrs. Flowers, who she develops a 
close relationship to and who helps Maya to read and to regain her voice. 
Consequently is Flowers also a symbol of feminism, as she is self- respectful, 
financially independent, caring and helpful of other women, including young 
Angelou. The book finishes with Maya returning home and reuniting with her 
mother, thereby completing her transition into ‘womanhood’ (Lupton, 1998: 73) 
supporting, once more, the Caged Bird as a feministic reading.
In the poem ‘‘Still I Rise’’ besides talking to the oppressors about the racial 
issues and the personal obstacles, the author is likewise bringing in a number of 
feminine sexual notes. She talks directly about her feminine sassiness and 
sexiness, makes straight physical references to her body. Despite the subject of 
sexism being sultry and somewhat indecent, Angelou succeeds in depicting it 
with pride and grace. The reader is left with the very convincing impression of 
the authors powerful ‘I’. ‘I’ as a black American female, who despite being 
defeated, will always, against all odds find enough strength within to rise and 
celebrate her integrity. She is confident with herself and who she is, however 
still raising the question whether the oppressors are able to deal with her 
femininity, whether they get upset by her sassiness and her sexiness.
Furthermore, her poem “Phenomenal Woman’’ is a rather franc anthem to 
feminism. Starting by depicting her not so attractive physical appearance “I’m 
not build to suit a fashion model size’’ author directly contrasts it to her 
powerful, very self- assured inner self “Phenomenal woman. That’s me’’, 
creating a strong adversative effect. The strong visual imagery is used in 
expressing her physical femininity “the curl of my lips/ It’s in the fire in my 
eyes/ The sun of my smile/ The span of my hips’’ again playing the crucial role 
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in illustrating a powerful, very confident woman. She certainly draws readers 
attention to the phenomena of the phenomenal woman itself, as she emphasizes 
it by proudly repeating ‘’I’m a woman/ Phenomenally./ Phenomenal woman, 
/That’s me.’’ at the end of each stanza and in that way consolidating the meaning 
of these words even deeper.
Returning to the Friedian feminine mystique’s problematic, Angelou’s poem 
‘Woman Work’ directly deals with the domestic issues, which females are 
inevitably allocated and expected to address in a household. The author talks 
about all the duties, including shopping, cooking, taking care of children, 
cleaning and ironing, as an inescapable part of being a wife and a mother. All the 
domestic work, a woman has to cope with everyday, causes the readers to 
somewhat sympathize with her. Reference to picking cotton is a direct parallel to 
slavery, which signifies the woman of the poem to be a black female and thereby 
attributing the poem to the Afro- American feminism.
Third-wave of feminism in America
“The Black female is assaulted in her tender years by all those common forces of 
nature at the same time she is caught in the tripartite crossfire of masculine 
prejudice, white illogical hate and Black lack of power.” (Web Source 3)
For Angelou, the inner growth of black American females was restrained by the 
double oppression; one the one hand they were oppressed due to the fact that they 
were black and, on the other hand, because they were women. Therefore, black 
women had to fight for both issues, so that made a difference between them and 
the white women.
The third wave of feminism started in the 80’s as a reaction to the second wave of 
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feminism, which they regarded as bourgeois or middle class white women 
feminism. This third wave of feminism was concerned about women’s diversity 
theory and politics as they realized that different social group suffer from different 
type of oppression. (Cudd and Andreasen: 2005)
Before the 80’s, feminism had always considered that all women were oppressed in 
the same way, but the reality was that different groups of females suffer different 
kind of oppression. With slogans like “Al woman are oppressed” or “Organize 
around your own oppression” white feminists did not take in account that factors 
like class, race, religion or sexual orientation also matter (bell hook: 1984). The 
above mentioned Betty Friedan ignores the existence of non-white and poor white 
women; she was only concerned about the sexist discrimination on a selected 
group of women. That example can lead us to a general statement:  middle class 
white women made their interests (class interests) the focus of the feminist 
movement.
“The oppression of women knows no ethnic nor racial boundaries, true, but does 
not mean it is identical within those differences” (Audre: 1984)
White feminists regarded black women also as victims but not as “wise” people, 
they believed that they were providing black women with analyze and the program 
for liberation. There is a clear interrelation between sexism and racism, as white 
and black women had different relationship to dominant social politics than white 
feminists. The Combahee River Collective, a lesbian black women group who was 
fighting for the liberation of the white women, denounce several times that they 
were accomplice of racist oppression: “Beyond sisterhood is still racism” 
(Audre:1984).  As bell hook (1984) stays white men oppressed both women and 
Black people, but white women also oppressed Black people.
This way of thinking can be seen in Maya Angelou when she stays that “As far as I 
knew white women were never lonely, except in books. White men adored them, 
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Black men desired them and Black women worked for them.” (1976). Therefore, 
we can argue that also the writer felt that sexism had different connotations for 
white and black women. Black women were doubled oppressed; not only by men 
but also by white women. However, the relationship between black men and 
women was different from their white analogues, as they were fighting as a 
collective for their rights and against racial prejudices there was solidarity between 
them. As Angelou said
“The white American man makes the white American woman maybe not 
superfluous but just a little kind of decoration. Not really important to turning 
around the wheels of the state. Well the black American woman has never been 
able to feel that way. No black American man at any time in our history in the 
United States has been able to feel that he didn’t need the black woman right 
against him, shoulder to shoulder? In that cotton field, on the auction block, in the 
ghetto, wherever. That black woman is integral, if not a most important part of the 
family unit.” Maya Angelou
Black females were a key component in the Black families as Angelou points out. 
The Black community had different point of view about family and sexuality, 
which also difference their goals on women liberation. They were concerned about 
education as a base and to secure their community: education was the way to 
change, develop and empower Black people.
As a conclusion, it can be said that Black feminists were fighting two battles at the 
same time: one against racism and another one against sexism. As the Combahee 
River Collective said: “We struggle together with black men against racism, while 
we also struggle with black men about sexism” (1978). Maya Angelou is the 
perfect example of that due to the fact that she was completely involved in both 
struggles with her poetry, using the same weapon to fight the boundaries as the 
French Feminist did: language.
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L’écriture féminine
“Words mean more than what is set down on paper. It takes the human voice to 
infuse them with shades of deeper meaning.” (Angelou: Web source1) As a writer, 
words are obviously important for Angelou. But her understanding of the power of 
words goes further; words are not just tools to communicate but also a double 
mirror that reflects and creates the world.
L’écriture féminine or women writing is a current of thought of the French feminist 
theory created in France in the 70’s. The French feminists were focused on 
language and how its meaning is produced. Language is the representation of the 
world and, at the same time, it has a prescriptive function.
According to the French’s, the view of the western culture is phallocentric; the 
symbolic world and the language are decided by males and it only represents the 
world from a masculine point of view. Men objectify the world, they reduce it to 
their terms and they speak in place of everything (including women). The rest of 
the world is just “the other” in relation to the possessors of the phallus. (Web 
source 2)
Both Irigaray and Cixous agree that the reason why men can only think in a 
centralized way is that male sexuality is only focused in the penis while women 
has multiple erogenous zones. Consequently, women consciousness is broader and 
they are able to understand the meaning of the others. As Irigaray said: “two lips of 
vulva, twoness, in opposition to monological order of phallus”. (Web source 2)
Following the sentence “repressed but not obliterated by Law of father”, the 
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French feminists used jouissance6 as a way of resistance. They assumed that the 
female sexuality and body was a non symbolized territory. Therefore, there was the 
need to express the female sexuality in order to establish different concepts and 
controls in theories and practices. Hence, they will escape from the phallocentric 
system. This work can only be and has to be done by women.
Language is a key aspect in Maya Angelou’s work and life. As she has said: “I 
really love language. I love it for what it does for us, how it allows us to explain 
the pain and the glory, the nuances and the delicacies of our existence (...) We need 
language.” In this sentence we can see that she also regards language as the way of 
representing the world; through language she expresses how she sees the world in 
her poetry. But language in her case also has other functions: it allows us to put 
feelings into words and it also has a prescriptive function.
However, in her case the prescriptive function is quite different that the one 
mentioned in L’écriture féminine; as a kid Maya Angelou believed that words 
could kill; that spoken words were able to change the reality. When Angelou was 
eight she was raped by her mother’s boy friend. She told about that to his older 
brother and her uncle’s killed the man. After that, kid Maya refuse to talk anymore: 
“In my child’s mind I thought my voice had killed him. So I stopped talking for 
five years”.
Even if grown up Angelou knows that her words did not kill his rapist, she still 
believes in the power of words: she used her poetry to denounce and change the 
discrimination suffered by women and by black people. Maya Angelou chose 
language as a revolutionary weapon, as a way of breaking with the white hetero 
patriarchal society just as the French Feminists did.
Substantially, Black American community used language as subversion. During the 
6
6
 Pleasure, sexual pleasure, orgasm, hedonism
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slavery, black people developed an own language in order to pass messages from 
one to each other without being understood. The white people could not understand 
them, and tend to think that they were just singing while the reality was that they 
were warning each other against dangers or planning escapes.
Having an own language, which is distinct from the others empowers the 
community, as it makes a difference when communicating with someone who is an 
equal to you or not. When the two or more languages come together, one of them 
becomes the lingua franca; the ideology that goes behind that language has 
overwhelmed the other one (Morgan: 2002). Therefore, the creation of the African 
American English “is the evidence that something has been silenced – and the only 
possibility of resolution is through language as a symbol of collective recognition 
that slavery, white supremacy and racism happened – whether we talk about it or 
not”. (Morgan: 2002)
As Maya Angelou is an African American writer, examples of the AAE   can be 
found throughout her work. She uses “Momma” instead of mother, as can be seen 
in the title of the poem “Momma welfare roll” and she tends to omit the verb “to 
be”. As she writes literature, she just uses the AAE when reproducing dialogues 
between African Americans. For example: “Ritie, don't worry 'cause you ain't 
pretty. Plenty pretty women I seen digging ditches or worse. You smart. I swear to 
God, I rather you have a good mind than a cute behind.” (Angelou: Web source 3)
By now the project has been on the subjects of feminism, subjectivity and learning, 
and an amplification of the noteworthy historical events concerning our subject 
matter. Now some theory and methodology will be shown in progress, as the two 
poems chosen by this group regarding our project about Angelou, are analyzed and 
interpreted through discourse analyses. Besides, a clarification of the concept 
“Confessional Poetry” will be made, and set into association with the work of 
Angelou.
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Confessional poetry
Through this work about Maya Angelou and her poetry, an introduction of 
confessional poetry has been considered well fitting for the purpose of fully 
analyzing Angelou's written work. This is because Angelou's poems have a lot of 
elements regarding confessional poetry in the poem "Still I Rise" which is aspired 
by this group to do an analysis of.
Introduction
After many years of censorship, in the early 1960’s, poets started revealing ideas 
and feeling that until then was considered taboo through their written work.
The first person to name this “movement” as confessional poetry was M.L 
Rosenthal in 1959 after reviewing a book of poems written by Robert Lowell. In 
the late 50’s and early 60’s besides Robert Lowell there were 3 other poets writing 
this type of poetry: Anne Sexton, Sylvia Plath and Snodgrass.
What does "confession" mean? Confession is a term used especially in religion, 
when a person relieves himself to a priest.
We can say that in confessional poetry poets tried to express their anger or 
frustrations through their poems using connotations, epithets and other kinds of 
language symbolism in order to give the reader a view into their work and 
declarations of guilt.
The "confessional movement" was considered a very important change of the 
American poetry. It was presented in first-persons voice and was created especially 
as an autobiographical piece. It was no longer expressed in a distant as it were in 
both modernism and New Criticism. The poets that chose to start writing this kind 
of poetry were looking for a more relaxing way of expressing themselves, in 
comparison with the difficulties dealt with through the  modernistic and new 
criticism era. This wave of confessional poetry was marked by poets who started to 
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express themselves, their desires and ideas exclusive of fear and disgrace. This 
type of poetry was usually considering concepts like masturbation, depression, 
suicidal tendencies, alcoholism, drug abuses, divorce, sexual infidelity, sexual 
needs, mental disorders, drugs. It furthermore went into depth with emotions and 
feelings being openly discussed, notwithstanding to the earlier viewpoint on these 
matters being unacceptable.
This kind of poetry attracted a huge amount of critics, scholars and readers, 
making the confessional poetry gaining a massive wave of attention. Most of those 
early days' poets were considered suicidal, like for instance Anne Sexton, Sylvia 
Plath, and John Berryman.7
Confessional poetry also touched matters like alcoholism; here Robert Lowell8 was 
being prominent, together with Elizabeth Bishop9, as they through their poems openly 
illustrated the personal addiction to the readers. Similar to this, the poet W.D 
Snodgrass got known worldwide for his depiction of the pain, agony and anger felt 
through a divorce. In this way, the dark sides of everyday life which beforehand was 
considered taboo got out in the open, making these emotions socially acceptable and 
the people suffering from e.g. drug abuse or alcoholism tolerable. When something 
about deep emotions and feeling gets revealed, making people relate to them from 
their own everyday life, it creates a big impact on people. As Maya Angelou once 
stated:
“I've learned that people will forget what you said, people will forget what you did, 
but people will never forget how you made them feel.”
7
7
 http://www.bachelorandmaster.com/movementandgenrestudies/confessional-poetry.html
8
8
 http://www.answers.com/topic/robert-lowell
9
9
 http://www.poemhunter.com/elizabeth-bishop/biography/
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Confessional poetry and Maya Angelou
The aim with the following analysis of Angelou's poem "Still I Rise" is to look at the 
poem “Still I Rise” analytically to see if Angelou's work can be characterized as 
confessional. Furthermore it is intended to look at the poem from a feministic 
viewpoint, to analyze how elements of the third wave of feminism are depicted 
throughout the poem.
Besides choosing to analyze the poem "I know why the caged bird sings" from 
Maya Angelou it has furthermore been chosen to take a look at another of her 
poems, resulting in the poem "Still I Rise".
The statement is that this is a poem in which we can easily find some elements of 
gender discrimination and Angelou's personal desire to escape from it. Angelou 
has always fought for the rights of being a woman, and being an Afro American. 
Angelou once said that “We may encounter many defeats but we must not be 
defeated.” And it is this fight to not be conquered the poem is truly illustrating.
It is clear from the very beginning that Angelou feels a personal urge of being 
equal with her other fellow citizens, although her positive and strong attitude 
despite being differentiated plays a huge role as well.
The poem "Still I rise" (as we can see even from its title) is a motivational poem, 
making people reading it reflect on the written implications, which will then 
automatically reveal itself with the help of the emotions evoked by their true 
meaning.
The poem
Still I rise was written in 1978 after years of public fighting for equality in 
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society. Maya Angelou started her own personal fight back through poetry, to 
create a channel of communication to people in the same position as herself, but 
also to her oppressors. In "Still I Rise" it is obvious that Maya Angelou is 
expressing her personal feelings regarding gender and racial inequality. To create 
a better understanding "Still I Rise", and to get a greater knowledge about the 
means of Angelou's poetry, it has been preferred to do a discourse analysis of the 
poem.
Discourse analysis
In order to analyze Angelou's poem, a discourse analysis is a good way to look at 
the language used through a study of the implicated metaphors, epithets and 
symbols.
A Discourse analysis has its focal point on personal values, which makes it a 
good method to use when working with socialistic studies. In this way, a 
discourse analysis is used to analyze political and cultural problems.
In the aim of doing a discourse analysis on a political and cultural text, there are 
three major questions in need to be answered:
●      What does the text say? What is the matter discussed?
●      How is the language constructed? What are the focal points, 
similarities, differences, contradictions and opinions in the text? Is 
there raised a parallel between "us" and "them"?
●      Which political movement is given foundation through the text? What 
needs to be done?
Firstly, the title is a nice way to start of:
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"Still I Rise" is an implication of someone or maybe something that despite of 
something appalling still continues to develop. In this way, possibly Angelou is 
the one who is rising regardless of all of the discrimination against her as an Afro 
American, although it can also be regardless of her gender.
With a deeper analysis, making your knowledge spread, the "I" can also really be 
a symbol on women as a whole, who should rise up and fight back as a whole, as 
one person to defeat inequality towards gender.
Lastly the title can also be an implication about how the Afro American as a 
social union should join together to defend themselves and get hold of equality 
by fierceness.
Regardless of who is the oppressor, and who is the oppressed, "Still I Rise" is a 
personal emotional poem about how to keep on developing individually and 
psychologically, despite prejudice and favoritism.
Maya Angelou once said in an interview:
"Complaining is very dangerous, I'd rather protest than complain: Because 
whining not only makes you ugly but it lets the brute know there's a victim in the 
neighborhood."10
For Angelou it is not only important not to dwell within all the things that make 
one miserable, as it will in the end result in getting you down. It is furthermore 
important not to make who made you feel this way know that they have that 
power over you, as it will give them superiority.
This opinion of Angelou's is clearly illustrated in "Still I Rise"
"You may write me down in history
10
1
 http://www.dancinginthedarkness.com/articles.php?show=45&arc=201
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  With your bitter, twisted lies,
  You may trod me in the very dirt
   But still, like dust, I’ll rise."
While reading this first stanza we can feel a bit of disgrace in relation to
her "enemies" by using the words" bitter ", "twisted" as a very negative form, but 
at the same time we can see her pride in the last line and making the reader fell 
confident that even if someone is dragged in dirt and disrespected they can still 
get up on their feet and walk away with their head up high.
The next piece of the poem highlighted shows greatly the power and 
manipulation of a woman, setting herself in a higher position than a man with her 
sexy femininity, and her success obtained in life:
"Does my sassiness upset you?
Why are you beset with gloom?
‘Cause I walk like I’ve got oil wells
Pumping in my living room."
In the second stanza we can see that she is now speaking with her reader, creating 
a sender-receiver situation through a dialogue, making the connection with the 
person who reads stronger, living in the same state of affairs.
She is also representing her inner power (and the power within everyone who 
claims it) by the last two lines which can be interpreted as walking full of grace 
with head up high.
This is not the only poem where Maya Angelou refers to women as intelligent 
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and powerful creatures, also in “Phenomenal Woman”, Angelou portrays 
feminism through a self-confident and thus attractive and influential woman, who 
uses her physical appeal to manipulate her surroundings:
“It's in the reach of my arms
       The span of my hips,
       The stride of my step,
       The curl of my lips.
       I'm a woman
       Phenomenally.
       Phenomenal woman,
       That's me.”
Angelou depicts how a woman who believes in herself is phenomenal, and 
capable of manipulating her surroundings in any way she likes.
The same point is made further on in “Still I Rise”, as Angelou states that all 
women and Afro Americans will rise and conquer obstacles through hope, belief 
and unity:
"Just like moons and like suns,
With the certainty of tides,
Just like hopes springing high,
Still I'll rise."
In this particular part we can see that she is using the moon and the sun as a reference 
to the highest level she can get and by using the "tides" she is indirectly integrating 
the ocean to be the rock bottom, where she (and the communities of women and Afro 
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Americans) now stands. In most poems nature is used with a catharsis (purification 
place) meaning which leads one to feel the craving for peace, freedom and 
purification as the narrator does. But also for getting salvation from the sky - God - 
where sun and moon rises, just like here hope. Trust and fate is put in God.
In the following stanzas the receiver is not only people who are suppressed like 
Angelou, but she also makes a connection through her use of language to the persons 
creating the torment. At first she directly approaches the harassers, with calling them 
"you", and then she tells of all their expectations: That their discrimination will make 
her confounded with tears and sobbing. However, instead of letting the brutes defeat 
her, she turns her emotions around, fighting back strong and sturdy. She even 
undermines the brutes by talking down to them, indicating that they should not take it 
too hard to be defeated by her haughtiness, laugh and her superior attitude:
"Did you want to see me broken?
Bowed head and lowered eyes?
Shoulders falling down like teardrops.
Weakened by my soulful cries. "
"Does my haughtiness offend you?
Don't you take it awful hard
'Cause I laugh like I've got gold mines
Diggin' in my own back yard."
Not only does Angelou use pathos to make people believe that they can fight back like 
her by making herself equivalent to the ones who undergo the same discrimination as 
herself, but she also uses her intelligence and authority in her writing to cut the 
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discriminators down to size.
Lastly Angelou does a historical clarification of the discrimination experienced 
through time, not only by her, but by people who through history has been undergoing 
the same:
" Out of the huts of history's shame
I rise
Up from a past that's rooted in pain
I rise
I'm a black ocean, leaping and wide,
Welling and swelling I bear in the tide.
Leaving behind nights of terror and fear
I rise
Into a daybreak that's wondrously clear
I rise
Bringing the gifts that my ancestors gave,
I am the dream and the hope of the slave.
I rise
I rise
I rise."
This last stanza is the most important from a symbolic point of view because Angelou 
is indirectly talking about the time when she was not considered equal with others. 
One significant word found in this stanza is "black", as it refers to the cultural and 
ethnic prejudice of society, and the effort made during The Civil Rights Movement in 
order to make fellow citizens equal to others.
A word that backs up the theory of this stanza being a depiction of historical events is 
the words "ancestors" "history" "slave" and "past" that makes us think about not only 
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Angelou's personal suffering being an Afro American woman, but also the past and 
history of feminism through the history of the first, second and third of feminism, but 
also the slavery and past of the Afro American people during the past.
The last three verses show us her confidence by saying "I rise" repeatedly, making it 
even more clarified and strong for each time. Additionally the repetition shows that 
she believes in her (and the others) ability to go through everything getting in the way.
Conclusion
Analyzing this poem led to the realization that Maya Angelou is a poet who can easily 
be described as a confessional poet. This has been made clear through a discourse 
analysis of her work, but also an in-depth study of Angelou's personal life.
Maya Angelou is writing about feminism and the wish for liberation of the sexual 
categories. Furthermore Angelou is portraying the struggle of the Afro American 
community fighting for equal rights in society.
It is obvious just by looking at the language used that Angelou's poem can be easily 
seen as confessional poetry. The matters discussed are clear: Maya Angelou is 
experiencing discrimination and feels the obligation and the longing to put it to an end 
for her and for others undergoing the same harassment. Through her poem, Angelou 
states that it is time for change, and that everyone can make it. Maya Angelou is 
drawing equivalence between "us" and "them", but the focus of "Still I Rise" is really 
that this contradiction should be neutralized, to create social equality. This is what 
Maya Angelou has been working on all her life, not only by being a feminist, fighting 
for the equal rights of genders, but also to conquer racial discrimination. To reach 
these goals, Angelou was a huge part of The Civil Rights Movement, but first of all 
she uses her poetry to define herself and make people listen.
Only through attention from the receiver can a change be made, causing people to 
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"rise". As Angelou once declared “Nothing will work unless you do.” And through her 
written work, Maya Angelou makes her efforts pay off.
Now a discourse analysis and clarification of confessional poetry has been made. The 
following is another discourse analysis, focusing more on the language used, and the 
linguistics of the poem “I Know Why The Caged Bird Sings”
Analysis of "I Know Why The Caged Bird Sings"
Introduction
It has been chosen to do an analysis and interpretation of Maya Angelou's poem "I 
Know Why The Caged Bird Sings".
The Analysis will have its focal point around the deeper meaning of the text. By 
accomplishing a thoroughly analysis of the poem, a closer look at symbols and 
metaphors will be taken, furthermore it is aspired to include how Maya Angelou's 
personal life and her political views are revealed through the poem. This will be 
fulfilled by doing a critical discourse analysis, which is relevant when you wish to 
work with a text from a sociolinguistic angle. The poem will moreover be studied in a 
feministic approach, to see if feminism is illustrated in the work.
The main focal point of this analysis will be on the bird depicted, and how the content 
describing the bird and its way of acting can be considered as political and personal by 
Angelou.
This poem is chosen, as we in our group believe that it shows to a great extend 
Angelou's personal struggles with racial discrimination.
The Poem
The poem "I Know Why The Caged Bird Sings" is about a bird, living in a cage,
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singing about freedom.
In the Poem by Maya Angelou, the bird is trapped inside the cage, with his 
wings cut and feet tied so he cannot break out and flee. The caged bird is living 
a contrary life to a free bird, which is able to leap and float on the wind, 
"claiming" the sky.
The poem was published in 1969, and has the main topic of racial intolerance.
The caged bird is a very symbolic poem, portraying inequalities in society.
The big question is still though; if experiencing such dreadfulness, why does the 
caged bird sing then?
Discourse Analysis
To do a profoundly research of the symbols, metaphors, theories and deeper 
meanings in the poem, it has been chosen that a critical discourse analysis will 
be useful.
A critical discourse analysis is a way of examining the written work, by looking 
at the language used. The way a text is written can reveal a lot about its 
meaning, but also about the author. By using theory about discourses and 
linguistics, it is possible to reveal the most important details in any written work, 
like concepts like social relations, the self knowledge and power are often the 
center of attention when working with written texts like a poem. Discourses can 
be used to make critique and statements. In this way, critical discourse analysis 
is a tool to be analytic about notions like class, politics, gender, society, 
civilization and culture.
The point in using a critical discourse analysis on the poem "I Know Why The 
Caged Bird Sings" is that it is a great mean to - through analysis - understand the 
meaning of the language used, that is deeper than the one actually revealed in 
the concrete sentence. To look at the hidden meanings of the language used is 
crucial when working with poetry, as Angelou on one occasion said:
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“Words mean more than what is set down on paper. It takes the human voice to 
infuse them with shades of deeper meaning.”
To inspect in which way a deeper implication and connotation is founded 
through the way the written work carries the words out, a greater knowledge of 
Angelou’s implications will be gained. It is therefore crucial to investigate how 
the narrator in the poem makes use of linguistics. There are two things one has 
to do, in order to complete an analysis of conversation/communication 
(Discourse)
The first thing one has to do is to identify the themes of the text, and secondly; 
to identify the perspective the themes are seen in.
In order to make a message come across, it is important that there is a receiver 
of the message. Before starting an analysis of a written work, finding out who 
the sender is, and who the receiver of the message is, is essential. To find out 
who the sender and receiver is of the chosen poem, a research question 
regarding the linguistics of the poem is prepared:
How are the racial obstacles in society experienced by Maya Angelou depicted 
through linguistics in her poem?
In the poem, you get the feeling that the bird by singing about his ill-fated life, 
uses his voice to indicate his rage about the circumstances of his life. This way, 
the caged bird accomplishes to fight back, using the only thing not taken away 
from him by force, like his feet and wings.
A free bird in the poem is characterized as one who goes on in life with his 
freedom unbroken, making the caged bird fearful, yet longing for that kind of 
existence:
" The caged bird sings
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with a fearful trill
of things unknown
but longed for still
and his tune is heard
on the distant hill
for the caged bird
sings of freedom."
It has been made clear through this study of Angelou's poem, that the poem is a 
very symbolic poem, depicting her own life. Angelou has in her life experienced 
a lot of racial discrimination as she grew up in a time where in the southern 
America, prejudice and intolerance was a legally enforced part of existence. 
Experiencing such dreadfulness makes one feel the need for righteousness, and 
Angelou to this matter once said:
“The ache for home lives in all of us, the safe place where we can go as we are 
and not be questioned” – Maya Angelou
Maya Angelou has always been greatly concerned about the inequalities in 
society, and in 1964, after living a life touched by rape, prostitution and single 
motherhood, Angelou decided to help civil rights activist Malcolm X with his 
foundation of "The African American Unity". “The African American Unity" 
was an organization with the purpose of making Afro-Americans taking action 
to overpower oppression. However, Malcolm X was later that year murdered.
Angelou has always been a woman of action, and made the decision get 
involved with the work done by the well known pastor and civil rights protester 
and campaigner Martin Luther King, and they became close friends.
However, another historical event in relation to racism took place as Luther 
King was shot and killed in 1968 by a committed racist named James Earl Ray 
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on Angelou's birthday.
It appears by looking at the themes of the poem, no coincidence that "I Know 
Why The Caged Bird Sings" was published only one year after in 1969.
The depiction of the bird as suppressed, trapped and anxious seems to 
harmonize with the emotions felt by Afro Americans living a life of racial 
discrimination.
Furthermore, the symbols chosen can easily be analyzed as being influenced by 
the Afro-American society, which during the period of the civil rights movement 
became very conscious about listening as a mean to revolutionize. A general 
conception in the Afro-American society is that there is no point in believing 
that one person can be the solution to all the problems of the world. However, it 
is important to listen to one another, and provide the attention into what others 
might have to state.
This is clear in Angelou's works as well. Her work is not trying to teach the 
reader a lesson, or to act lecturing in any way, quite the reverse does Angelou 
keep it on an overall emotional level:
“But a bird that stalks
down his narrow cage
can seldom see through
his bars of rage”
This can be a way to make a difference though, as very personal poems like this 
with a lot of symbols makes people equated to the situation described be moved 
in a way gives a feeling of unity. It is exactly this feeling that made the Afro-
Americans create a rebellion against the prejudice towards them. Like this, 
personality becomes political through the language used.
Another essential part of the poem is the symbolism used. The bird is a symbol 
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of a free soul, and when the bird is not free like an act of nature, it becomes a 
symbol on how the Afro-Americans ought to be liberated, but instead are 
enslaved by their surroundings - in the bird's case the cage.
What's more is the essential role of the bird's voice and song:
“And his tune is heard
On the distant hill
For the caged bird
Sings of freedom.”
Through analyzing the poem's symbolism, the song of the bird seems 
comprehensible with the art of writing: The "tune" is heard even from a far 
distance, as written work throughout globalization spreads worldwide rapidly, 
making the emotions of Afro-Americans experiencing the same hostility flourish 
into a common unison of suppressed unity.
The bird sings about freedom, even though it is caged. His longing for the life 
outside the cage makes him claim the sky:
“The free bird thinks of another breeze
And the trade winds soft through the sighing trees
And the fat worms waiting on a dawn-bright lawn
And he names the sky his own.”
Noticeable about this section of the poem, is that his craving after the fat worms, 
the trees etc. drives him unto naming the sky his own.
Compared to Angelou’s life, the sighing trees, the fat worms and the breeze are 
evidently symbols on the civil liberties in society which the Afro-Americans are 
not privileged with.
Through thinking about these things from outside the cage, the bird decides to 
name the sky his own. This might be a more religious metaphor, as the sky is 
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often represented as something holy and divine. The bird take what is his by 
fighting back with his voice and his song. Thereby, the bird makes a promise to 
the sky that he is faithful to it, and that he will not surrender.
Angelou, representing the Afro-Americans through the bird, expresses that she 
has faith in God, and that she (and Afro-Americans) should, and will not admit 
defeat.
Conclusion:
As a result of a discourse analysis of the poem, and by taking an approach from 
the difficulties founded in racial discrimination historically and culturally, it has 
been made obvious that the happenings during Angelou’s life is depicted in “I 
Know Why The Caged Bird Sings”.
“I Know Why The Caged Bird Sings" is a realistic and compelling poem 
regarding the equality of races, both back in the days with Martin Luther King 
and Malcolm X, but also in our days where racial discrimination is still taking 
place.
Poems like “I Know Why The Caged Bird Sings” has had huge influence on 
Afro-Americans through time, touching peoples emotions through use of pathos 
filled language. Even though the sender being Angelou and Afro-Americans 
being the receiver, they together through Angelou’s symbolic poem with a lot of 
emotional content, becomes a union of equals.
By succeeding in creating greater awareness about the inequality amongst the 
races in the American society, Angelou, together with a huge unity of supporters, 
achieved to escape the cage, and claim the sky.
The two poems chosen for analysis in this project is not only about matters like 
feminism and racial discrimination (subjectivity and learning) or about how the 
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language is used to get a greater implication revealed. Angelou’s work is 
moreover very truth-seeking and thoughtful, – philosophical – thus it has been 
chosen to include philosophy in our project as a major focal point.
Philosophy and Maya Angelou
Through this project, the work of Maya Angelou will be analyzed from a 
philosophical viewpoint.
In Angelou’s work a lot of thoughtful reflections are going on. By the mean of 
writing, Angelou replicates concepts like identity, personal individuality and the 
self.
Living a life packed with the influence of racial discrimination and gender 
inequalities, Angelou seems to have a natural drive to obtain greater knowledge 
about her own identity and personal values. These endeavors become apparent 
throughout her written work, including the ones regarding this project: “Still I 
Rise”, and “I Know Why The Caged Bird Sings.”
Philosophy is all about the big questions of life that are well-known to all of us, 
e.g. “what happens after death?” “How did the universe begin?” “Is there a 
God?” And “What is right and wrong?”
Another matter that nearly all major philosophers have dealt with through time 
is the “self”, regarding questions like “Who and what am I?”
The Philosopher Descartes believed that the self is something separate from the 
body, that the physical “self” and the material “self” (body and mind) are 
distinct from one another. Later on though, the viewpoint on the self has 
changed, into being more about selfhood, which is how we reflect on who we 
are, contrary on what we are.
Our view on ourselves influences not only how we depict ourselves through e.g. 
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art, music, and writing, but also our relations to one another. In this way, ones 
selfhood can manipulate the establishment of alienation between cultures, 
between communities or even individuals.
Writing poetry is a way to reflect on these matters, from any point of view. 
Maya Angelou uses her writings to reflect on herself and people living under the 
same conditions as her as individuals, and as “selves” not being able to belong 
somewhere.
In the aiming of finding one’s own identity, comparisons will be made between 
oneself and somebody else, causing a longing for fitting in somewhere:
"The finest thing in the world is knowing how to belong to oneself." 
(Montaigne, de Michel)
However; how can one know, who they are? What really is a personal identity? 
Is it ones political opinions, cultural values or personal viewpoints? Is it maybe 
how one treat his friends and family, how good one is at his job, or whether or 
not he has a specific skill at something?
Maybe it is a combination of these things, that defines who one is, but then what 
makes the difference? Clearly not everybody is interested in politics or culture, 
but they might be very alike anyway. What is it then that defines the “self”?
Maybe individuals can be characterized through some specific uniqueness, but 
then what happens when at some point, life changes? Does this mean that a self 
is changing? Maybe the self is a temporary thing, changing when events happen.
Maybe “who” we are does not really matter, and all that matters is how we 
practice life and the “self”. Maybe it all in the end comes down to how we see 
ourselves, which leads us to our third research question:
How does Angelou through her written work replicate her own identity and 
“self”?
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For Maya Angelou, it seems that what defines her “self” is the events and 
maturity she has experienced through life. Maya Angelou’s poems give the 
impression that the self becomes shaped after what it has experienced.
As in the quote from Michel de Montaigne, Angelou is aiming to find a place to 
fit in with both her physical and mental self.
This aim is clear as well in Maya Angelou’s poems, as she as an Afro-American 
woman struggles with prejudice not only from white people, but also from the 
male-empowered society. Therefore, Angelou with the help from writing depicts 
her personal opinions through the art of writing, in this way, not only does she 
become conscious about who she is, and where she belongs, but she also helps 
others to realize something about their selfhood as well.
The philosophical approach in this project is disclosed through the two poems 
analyzed.
In “I Know Why The Caged Bird Sings” Angelou is depicting the longing for 
fitting in, and having the same privileges as individuals looking like one self, 
without being alike at all. This way the caged bird can be philosophical 
symbolism of the emotional craving to find her personal individuality and the 
“self” of Afro- American experience in the mass of white people. However, the 
cage can also be a symbol on the black body, enclosing the mind in living to its 
full potential in society, thus the theory of mind and body being separated can 
also be included in this matter.
In “Still I Rise”, Angelou depicts how everyone should have the rights, and the 
civil liberties to be who ever one wants to be. In this way, Angelou claims that 
the self should not be esteemed in physical appearance, or gender, rather than by 
human equality. Through historical events, like apartheid for African Americans, 
the desire to be independent and have a free will flourished. To portray these 
emotions, Angelou use the metaphor “to rise” from all the suffering and thus 
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Angelou touches another philosophical matter: Freedom. Freedom is an obvious 
part of the poem, as  ‘’ still’’ implies that Angelou has suffered from subjugation 
repeatedly (illustrated by the repetition of “still”) but does persist to rise beyond 
it.
Conclusion On Project
As we reached the final chapter in creating our project, the understanding of the 
phenomena wild woman became holistically more comprehendible to us. One 
does not become a wild woman, one is by nature wild, as we all are born 
primitive and through our lives develop to become more advanced and not vice 
versa. The Wild Woman is the one who goes back to the roots and do not accept 
the rules of society-in Maya Angelou’s case this conflict is imbedded in her 
struggles against racism and sexism.
Through this project it becomes obvious that Maya Angelou is a Wild Woman.
. We consider Maya Angelou a wild woman based on information we 
gained after conducting the research on her life, however mainly after closer 
analyzing her poems. The two prevailing subjects, which she has battled for 
through the whole of her life and is still continuing to do so, are the racial and 
gender inequality and that deeply reflects in her creative work. After analyzing 
the two poems “Still I rise” and “I know why the caged bird sings” we can 
confidently conclude, that her work out mirrors the powerful character of the 
author as someone who dares and confronts the adversary.
Through poetry Maya Angelou depicts woman as being powerful even though 
suppressed, impersonating the phenomena of wild women being sophisticated, 
mentally strong and sexually confident. In Maya Angelou’s work several 
experiences and accomplishment from her own life are portrayed; being in love 
with someone who betrays and takes advantage of you, like in “Men”, or the 
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feeling of being in control and superior despite prejudice in “Phenomenal 
Woman”. Not only is Angelou not afraid of being one of the persons in charge 
during the time of the civil rights movement, but she also dares to challenge 
taboos like sexual liberties for Afro Americans and women in a time influenced 
by racial hatred and sexual prejudice, but also crimes against Afro Americans 
like her close friend Martin Luther King only made her more determined.
Through this project we have discovered that feminism come across in 
Angelou’s work by e.g. using references like “I” and “We” to create a unity of 
people living under similar gender discriminating state of affairs. We have also 
experienced that poetry can be used to evoke big emotions in people, by 
manipulating their feelings through how the language is used. This is seen when 
e.g. Angelou through symbols and metaphors symbolizes the prejudice and 
discrimination as a cage, surrounding the otherwise free bird.
Lastly is has become obvious how Angelou uses poetry to express her own 
personal feelings and longing to fit in somewhere. This has been clear not only 
through quotes found by her, but also in her poems where alienation is a major 
theme.
When someone chooses to fight against the socially and cultural obstacles by 
putting the taboos out in the open, it is a point of no return, either for that 
individual, or for the ones causing the uprising. Angelou, has by being not only 
black, not only a woman, not only a feminist, not only a confessional poet, not 
only a courageous person who dares to speak words never spoken before, but by 
being everything at the same time, had a huge influence on how the society 
changed in a much more mild direction than before. Moreover, not only were 
these actions changing for her but for a huge amount of people living under the 
same circumstances. All of these aspects and reasons combined is what makes 
Maya Angelou a Wild Woman.
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Appendix
• Bureaucratization: To make into a bureaucracy or and bring under 
bureaucratic control
• Contemporary: existing, occurring, or living at the same time and space; 
belonging to the same time.
•  Feminism: Issue of the social, political, and economic equality of the 
sexes.
• Fruition: attainment of anything desired; realization; accomplishment: 
becoming a reality.
• Decontextualize: to remove (a linguistic element, an or action.) from a 
context:
• Emancipation: the state of being freed or an act of freeing; liberation
• Empirical: originating in or based on observation or experience(s) 
experiment.
• Epistemological: Studying a theory of nature and its grounds of 
knowledge especially with reference to its limits and validity.
• Exploitation: use or to utilize a person or thing, especially for profit or 
selfish utilization.
• Grassroots: To the common or ordinary people, especially as contrasted 
with the leadership or the elite of a political party, social organization.
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• Inequalities: Lack of equality, as of for opportunity, treatment, or status.
• Individuality: The aggregate of qualities and characteristics that 
distinguish one person or thing from, other person or things.
• Lynching: A cruel act by punishing (a person) without legal process or 
authority, especially by hanging, for a perceived offense or as an act of 
bigotry.
• Paradigms: A set of forms that is all of which contains a particular 
element, especially when the set of all inflected forms are based on a 
single stem or particular theme.
• Sexism: Discrimination based on a gender, especially discrimination 
against women.
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